
Hello Beautiful Angel! Would you like your money to start working for you? Then follow 
this process step by step. Don't panic, if you focus on just one step at a time it will be 
easy and you can repeat it as much as you like. Fanny and Kyel :)

SUMMARY: 

1. Download Crypto.com on your phone and create an account. 

2. Buy as many ATOM (COSMOS) as you wish / can!! You can start with a small 
amount to test it out but I would say... Seriously, DO IT!!

3. Download the Google Authentificator for the secure 2 steps identification on 
your phone.

4. Download the Keplr Browser extension on your computer and sign in. Make 
sure to write down all your passwords and the 12 or 24 words phrase, called 
Mnemonic seed, to multiple safe places. If you loose access to your accounts 
your crypto is irretrievable. 

5. Send your ATOM to your Keplr Wallet.

6. Go to Osmosis.zone and connect your wallet, you should see your ATOM on 
the left toolbar.

7. Convert your ATOM to OSMOSIS.

8. Stake your OSMO to Cosmostation => Manage => Delegate 

9. That's it, you're done !!! See you rewards adding up right away

10. After a few days or weeks, Collect your rewards and stake them again so 
your amount keeps generating more APYs. 

11. Follow up your investment on the Asset icon on Osmosis.zone 

We found the Magical Money Machine!! 

Become your own bank!!  www.MasterMind.com



1. Download Crypto.com on your phone and create an 
account.

2. Buy as many ATOM (COSMOS) as you wish / can!! 
You can start with a small amount to test it out but I 
would say... Seriously, Do it!!

3. Download the Google Authentificator for the secure 
two steps identification on your phone. 

4. Download the Keplr Browser extension on your 
computer and sign in. Make sure to write down all your 
passwords and the 12 or 24 words phrase, called Mnemonic seed, to multiple 
safe places. If you loose access to your accounts your crypto is irretrievable. 
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5. You now have a wallet address. Because you are on your computer and you 
are going to need your wallet address from your phone, Send your Wallet 
adress to yourself via email and save it on your phone. 

6. From Crypto.com (on your phone): TRANSFER all your ATOM to your Keplr 
Wallet. Click on your ATOM, withdraw to your external wallet adress.   

We found the Magical Money Machine!! 

Become your own bank!!  www.MasterMind.com

Wallet Address

We suggest you first 
send a small amount 
like 1 or 2 dollars just to 
see if the wallet address 
you typed is correct. 
Once confirmed, send 
the rest of the funds .



7. Go to Osmosis.zone and connect your wallet, you should see your ATOM 
automatically appear on the left toolbar

We found the Magical Money Machine!! 

Become your own bank!!  www.MasterMind.com

Wallet Address



8. If your ATOM does not automatically appear on your available balance, go to 
Assets =>  ATOM => Deposit and click on MAX so the full amount gets 
transferred. Yayy!! Almost there!! Now the fun part :p 

We found the Magical Money Machine!! 

Become your own bank!!  www.MasterMind.com



9. Convert all your ATOM to OSMOSIS. Then click on STAKE and a new window 
with your Keplr will open. 

We found the Magical Money Machine!! 

Become your own bank!!  www.MasterMind.com
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10. Stake your OSMO to Cosmostation : Click on Manage => Delegate 

We found the Magical Money Machine!! 

Become your own bank!!  www.MasterMind.com

Wallet Address
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11. When you delegate the amount (MAX Amount), you will be asked to pick a 
fee rate. Just pick the lowest one, then Approve the transaction. 

12. Wowowwww!! That's it, you're done !!! See your rewards adding up right 
away.

12. After a few days or weeks, Collect / Claim your rewards, they will appear in 
your available balance on the left toolbar and stake them again so your amount 
keeps generating more rewards / APYs. 

3.  Follow up your investment on the Asset icon on Osmosis.zone 

We found the Magical Money Machine!! 

Become your own bank!!  www.MasterMind.com

Wallet Address



13. You can follow the evolution of your investment by clicking on ASSETS on 
osmosis.zone and by going back to STAKE to see your rewards. From my 
initial investment of $775, I got maybe $40 in three weeks  worth of rewards. 
In order to have these rewards  generate a full income, I will have to wait until 
I reinvest again and again and the amount staked gets  high enough that the 
rewards get more significant as  well. However, my investment DID almost 
double within 3 weeks because the value of the OSMOSIS itself in dollars 
worth has  increased. So, this  is not a warranty as it depends on the evolution 
of the crypto market but  when I asked him "WHY OSMOSIS?" Kyel said that 
this  is the most profitable at the moment and we will make sure to follow up 
to make changes  if needs  be. In my opinion the crypto market will only keep 
going up and so I will leave my money there until that thing becomes a 5 or 
6 figures from less than a thousand dollars investment. 

We found the Magical Money Machine!! 

Become your own bank!!  www.MasterMind.com



Recuperating your money

Whenever you want your money back, just do the process backwards by:

- Undelegating from Cosmostation. It takes about 14 days  for your money to 
become available.

- Retrading your OSMO to ATOM and get it back to your Keplr Wallet: Go to 
ASSET, the same way you deposited your ATOM, you can withdraw your 
OSMO and it will get back on your Keplr Wallet. 

- There you will be able to click "SEND" and will be asked a recipient adress. 
- To find your recipient address: Go to crypto.com. Each currency has its  own 

wallet address. Copy that address  and send it to yourself by email so you can 
have it on your computer. 

- Send the ATOM on your Keplr waller to this  adress  and then you can transfer it 
back to your bank account from crypto.com or buy other crypto as you wish. 

We found the Magical Money Machine!! 

Become your own bank!!  www.MasterMind.com



Caution: This is  where you have to be careful with the crypto, if you send the 
money to the wrong address  or not the right crypto you loose it, but most likely 
if you know how to copy paste properly and follow the instruction you'll be just 
fine. Once again, we cannot warranty the stability of the cryptocurrency market 
but show you what we trust is  the most profitable at the moment to generate a 
passive income. Follow up our Masterminds  to stay updated and please don't 
hesitate to ask your questions in the comments sections!! 

Thank you for trusting us  and we hope to all become financially independant 
soon thanks to this process!! 

 With Love, 

Fanny and Kyel
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